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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the design and implementation of a vertical degree of freedom
suspension system which provides a constant force off-load condition to counter gravity
over large displacements. By accommodating motions up to one meter for structures
weighing up to 100 pounds, the system is useful for experiments which simulate orbital
construction events such as docking, multiple component assembly, or structural
deployment. A unique aspect of this device is the combination of a large stroke passive
off-load device augmented by electromotive torque actuated force feedback. The active
force feedback has the effect of reducing break-away friction by a factor of twenty over
the passive system alone. The thesis describes the development of the suspension
hardware and the control algorithm. Experiments were performed to verify the
suspensions system's effectiveness in providing a gravity off-load and simulating the
motion of a structure in orbit. Additionally, a three dimensional system concept is
presented as an extension of the one dimensional suspension system which was
implemented.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose and Rationale
Orbital missions are always preceded by ground testing to validate the mechanics of
spacecraft structures and produce an improved prediction of its orbital response. A
variety of devices and apparatus are used to model some aspect of the orbital
environment so as to improve the accuracy of the ground test. These simulations often
model orbital temperature, radiation, vacuum level, and gravity. This research focuses
on a new method for simulating orbital gravity effects on a structure. Experimentally,
this is accomplished by producing a constant force gravity off-load using a mechanical
suspension system in a 1-g laboratory.
To simulate the zero-gravity, unrestrained motion of a structure, a suspension
system must exactly support the weight of the structure throughout the entire region of
motion while introducing no extraneous constraint forces on the test article. Generically,
a suspension system is composed of five components [Figure 1]. Acting together they
provide the off-load of the test article's weight and allow for test article motion.
T GroundForce Reaction System - Transmits forces to ground.
_ "___ Force Generators-Creates compensation forces-_, to remove constraints of structure movement.
Force Transmission - Transfers created force to
connection points on structure.
Force Maintenance - Monitors force and/or motion
and provides feedback to controller.
Structural Link - Supports structure and allows
desired freedom of motion.
Test Structure
Figure 1. General suspension system components
various ranges of motion.
suspension system which
deployment, or assembly.
Many existing devices are capable of constantly off-loading a structure's weight over
None exactly meet the long range goals of this research: a
will allow terrestrial simulations of spacecraft docking,
The required suspension system must allow for three
dimensional motions up to 1 meter and test articles weighing up to 100 pounds. This
thesis will focus on the creation and verification of the first generation hardware, support
equipment, and controller of a one-dimensional Degree Of Freedom (DOF) suspension
system which has a three dimensional extension.
Like all suspension systems, the device implemented in this research off-loads
gravity by applying a nearly constant force at a finite number of test article connections.
This limitation means that the test article will still undergo sagging and internal stresses
due to its own weight. In this way, true micro-gravity is not simulated. In a rigid body
sense however, the response can closely match that of an orbiting structure. Some
possible experimental uses of such a suspension system are shown in figure 2.
Offload of
structure
weight
Slow
Deployment
Off-load of structure mass for
improved deployment dynamics
Offload of
tip mass
Tip mass off-load for improved
modal survey
Figure 2. Suspension system experimental uses
1.2 Techniques for Off-loading Test Article Weight
A number of methods and devices have been used to simulate microgravity dynamics
by countering the test article weight. The projected uses of this particular suspension
system suggest a design with long stroke capabilities and three dimensional motion. The
following sections describe a number of approaches that have been used in the past.
Free Fall Techniaues
It is possible to achieve microgravity for short periods of time in aircraft flying
parabolic trajectories. This environment is limited to tests no more than 25 to 30 seconds
long, so that they are unsuitable for the study of spacecraft orbital construction, whose
experiments are generally much longer. The expense of this approach is prohibitive for
routine application.
A structure suspendedfrom very longcablesis generallyfree from constraining
forcesin the horizontaldirectionoversignificantdistances. Besidesthe inability to
providea verticalDOFmostfacilitiescannotprovidethe overheadclearanceto create
nearzeropendulumrestoringforce. In manyexperimentalstructureslaboratoriesvery
sot_cablesor springsareusedasthesupportmechanismduringmodalsurveys.
Counterweights
A counterweight is one of the most simplistic methods of off-loading a structure with
a constant force. This approach results in a mass loading of the system which must be
accounted for when examining any results.
Air Bearings
These systems allow virtually frictionless movement in the horizontal plane over very
large distances. The primary limitation is the lack of vertical and rotational degrees of
freedom. Spherical air bearings also exist which provide rotational degrees of freedom
through limited, approximately 20 ° [1], angular displacements. Spherical air bearings
coupled with an air bearing surface provide five degrees of freedom.
Pneumatic Devices
When supported on an air lubricated piston, a test article experiences an almost zero
stiffness from the suspension device [1,2}. Current designs have demonstrated a stroke
of 18 inches. Disadvantages include the high cost and complexity of the system.
Additionally, the concept also has limitations when extended to three dimensions.
Pneumatic off-loads provide only a constant force. Many three DOF configurations
require the off-load to change with test article position.
Sprjnus and Zero SpringRate Mechanisms
Very long, low stiffness springs exhibit only small changes in force over significant
distances. A test article may translate through this region in approximate zero gravity
off-load conditions. A useful effective range requires extremely long spring deformation
to provide the support force. Torsional springs can relieve problems due to overhead
clearance. Theoretically a torsion spring can be made with low enough stiffness to satisfy
any desired criteria. As a practical matter, limitations in spring size and fabrication do
exist.
Many types of Zero Spring Rate Mechanisms (ZSRM) use combinations of springs
and mechanical levers to provide very close to zero to stiffness. Most mechanisms found
in the literature search, however, exhibit a range of motion of two to four inches [3, 4, 5].
One device, utilizing a torsional spring and non-circular disk, was found which
theoretically has zero stiffness over large regions [6, 7].
A_tive Force Feedback
Active feedback of the suspension systems supporting force can allow a simple motor
or actuator to provide the required off-load [8]. For large structural weights, such a
system requires Very large actuato_ to off-load test article weight. A brief comparison of
motors shows that high torque high precision motors are very expensive. These systems
can also pose a possible safety hazard if the active system, which is the only test article
support, unexpectedly shuts down.
1.3 System Requirements
This section reviews requirements on the suspension system design which are
necessary to ensure an accurate representation of the structures mechanics Most of
these requirements are derived from experiences in the literature.
Effects of Parasitic Ma_s, Stiffness. and Damping
An accurate microgravity simulation requires that a test article's suspended response
match, as closely as possible, its zero-gravity dynamics. This requires that the added
mechanics of the suspension system must be minimized. Consider first the effect of the
suspension system mass. The suspension system's moving mass should be kept to a
minimum to lesson the effect on the structure's rigid body modes. This mass directly
effects the structure's Newtonian dynamics by adding additional mass AM, to the
system. From
F =(M + AM)×a
it is obvious that this mass has the effect of reducing the structure's acceleration, a, for
any given imparted force, F. An acceleration within 5 to 10% of the expected acceleration
was established as a reasonable goal for the first generation design. This criteria
corresponds to a suspension system mass which is 5-10% of the test article mass. This is
similar to the target suspension mass set forth in research for a suspension system
designed at Phillips Laboratory [1].
It is also important that the vibration frequencies of the suspension system be well
separated from the fundamental modes of the structure. Failure to achieve this
requirement may cause modal coupling between the structure and the suspension
system, which can cause a frequency shift or change in the mode shapes of the structure.
Prior work indicates that suspension modes should be no greater than one-fifth of the
supported structures fundamental mode [1, 2, 3].
System friction can also limit the fidelity of the zero-gravity simulation. In fact, the
study done by the Phillips Laboratory [1] states that friction was a main source of the
errors that they observed. System friction inhibits performance in two ways. Friction
7will increasesthe dampingin somemodesof the suspendedstructure,but it alsowill
reducerigid bodyaccelerationanddeploymentbycounteractingsomeof the input forces.
Experimental System Requirements
The baseline system requirements were chosen to accommodate a variety of possible
uses. These requisites were developed based on the suspension system's anticipated use
in space construction related experiments, including slow deployment, rigid body slewing,
and multiple component assembly. These requirements lead to specifications in
displacement and load capacity.
Displacements were required to be as large as one meter. This necessity eliminated a
number of possible off-load methods from consideration. The pneumatic devices and most
ZSRM do not exhibit the necessary stroke. Air bearing surfaces and long cables do not
provide the necessary freedom in the vertical direction.
The system load capacity should range from 10 to 100 lbm. The baseline structure
for the design was chosen to be an eight bay Warren truss weighing 38.9 lbm with a
fundamental frequency near 50 Hz. This leads to a fundamental suspension frequency
less than 10 Hz, and system inertial mass on the order of 1 to 5 lbm. For 100 Ibm
structures, active off-loading becomes impractical because of the size of motor that would
be necessary.
Finally, as mentioned earlier, the configuration should provide three dimensional
motion or at least provide a technological step towards a system with three dimensional
capabilities.
81.4 Design Approach
After a review of the literature and the system requirements, a design utilizing a
large motion ZSRM with active compensation was selected. This combination of a
passive with active force feedback controller combines the advantages of both systems.
Active systems, such as pneumatics or servo motors, have an advantage over passive
systems because feedback allows the user to have precise control over performance of the
system. In some instances, these systems also avoid the large mass and friction
associated with mechanical systems. They are in general very expensive to develop and
maintain, especially as the off-load weight requirement gets larger.
In contrast, the cost of a passive system is less, especially for large off-load weights.
Passive systems are also immune to failure in electrical equipment such as computers or
the load-bearing actuator which may be a safety concern if power shuts down
unexpectedly. By combining the passive and active system, the passive system will
provide the nominal off-load, and the active system will minimize the effects of
mechanical imperfections.
The final configuration developed in this research consists of a large stroke passive
off-load mechanism augmented with electromotive force control via a DC servo motor
[Figure 3]. The configuration is similar to a design implemented in a Phillips Laboratory
experiment [1], except that the design utilizes a mechanism with constant off-load force
throughout a large range of motion. In addition, this concept includes a load cell at the
test article connection which provides the feedback element for the controller. While the
passive off-load completely supports the test article weight, the active force feedback
improves system response by compensating for friction and suspension mass. Inherently
stable, the passive off-load provides a safeguard against electrical failures and also
reduces the actuator size requirements, a factor which reduces the system's overall cost.
Passive
Off load
Suspension
Cable
Active compensation
DC motor
i
q
Conti'oller
i
Force Tr_ nsducer
Force
_,J/"/I Feedback
Test Structure
Figure 3. Passive-plus-active concept implemented in research
1.5 Thesis Organization
Section 2.0 of the paper describes the implementation of the passive-plus-active
suspension system. This includes details off the passive off-load scheme and the
feedback control loop. Section 3.0 describes tests performed with rigid body test articles
to optimize the feedback control scheme and evaluate the zero gravity simulation
characteristics of the suspension system. Section 4.0 examines the suspension system's
effect on the modal characteristics of a suspended structure. Section 5.0 looks at a three
dimensional system utilizing the concepts developed for the single DOF configuration.
Finally, section 6.0 makes conclusions about the effectiveness of the suspension system
and discusses possible improvements for second generation implementation.
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2.0 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The two distinct subsystems, the passive off-load and the active feed back loop, work
together to produce the best system performance. The design methodology and rationale
are specified in the following sections.
2.1 Passive Sub-System Design
The Large Stroke ZSRM concept
The passive subsystem, a ZSRM capable of large ranges of motion, consists of a
torsion spring and a non-circular disk [Figure 4]. The test structure is supported by a
cable which wraps around the disk afar passing across overhead pulleys and through the
cable guide [Figure 5].
Figure 4. Photo of the large stroke ZSRM
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Load Cell
Test Article
___ Pulleys -__
Support Cable
Cable
Guide
_ Torsional
Spring
Dis_
Figure 5. Linkage to the test article
Given an initial rotation, flo, the torsional spring produces a torque, Mspring on the
disk given by,
M,pring = (flO + 0) x g,,
where 8is disk rotation and K s is the spring rate. This is offset by the equal magnitude
moment created by the cable force around the center of the disk,
Mcabl e = W x D(8).
D(O) is the perpendicular distance from the cable to the center of the disk and W is the
weight of the test article. It should be noted that this distance is not the same as the
radius of the disk R(O), at the tangent point of the cable on the disk. Figure 6 shows the
locations of these parameters. Assuming that the cable force W is independent of 8,
equilibrium establishes a relationship between the rotation angle of the disk, 8, and the
required moment arm of the disk at that rotation, D(0):
(flo + 8) x K s = W x D(8)
As the disk rotates, the effective moment arm, D(8), of the cable force changes such that
the torque from the torsion spring is balanced.
Initialspring
deflection= Cable
1 _1_ _ Tensi°n
I TestArticle
I Weight(W)
Figure 6. Spring torque balanced by the test article weight
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The equations for this type of zero spring rate mechanism were developed in a paper
by L.F. Yang [6]. The concept is also referred to in a book on classical mechanisms by
N.P. Chironis [7]. Yang's equations for the disk profile were used to determine the
coordinates of the disk shape. From the equations which define the disk profile, five
independent parameters completely specify the entire passive system configuration given
a specific test structure weight, W : Ksis the spring rate of the torsion spring, flo is the
initial deflection of the spring, O,p and Odow, are the furthest rotation of the disk from
the nominal position, and Ra is the distance from the center of the disk to a "stationary
cable guide" [Figure 7]. The disk profile is such that a test article of any weight can be
supported provided a new torsion spring is used to maintain the parameter, a = W / K s
Current configurations were designed for W = 38.9 lbm, the weight of the baseline test
article.
III
r 7'q71
Nominal Position
u iii
0.5 m down
NIT 
Figure 7. Disk rotation and corresponding test article translation
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The disk design was optimized to take into account a number of considerations while
maintaining the primary requirements for translation in excess of 1 m. Disk size was
determined by a number of factors. A small disk gives the cable force a smaller moment
arm which creates a smaller torque on the disk. This reduces the size of the torsional
spring and the servo motor that are necessary, which brings down system costs.
To maintain the range requirement_ with a smaller disk requires a greater disk
rotation. The rotatiq_ limR isi_x_l by_wo tl_s. For a single plane disk, the total
rotation angle isconsorted to less than 360 ° . To remove this restriction,the design
uses a conicalhelix shaped disk grove which will allow any amount ofrotation and still
maintain a convex groove shape. While adding complexity and manufacturing costs,this
design allows for greater rotationand corresponding testarticletranslation.
Another limitation to rotation angle is the torsional spring. A spring undergoing
large rotations approaches its stress limits and the end of its linear range for restoring
torque. To reduce the potential size of the spring, a 540 ° maximum rotation limit was
ORIGINAL PAGE m
 JAUl 
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set. To reduce the number of spring coils and average coil diameter, the spring rate, K s,
was limited to 5.0 Nm/rad.
Another important consideration was the friction between the cable and the cable
guide. The cable produces a side load, Fsl, on the cable guide equal to:
Fst = 2 x W × sin(-_),
where g2, is the cable incidence angle [Figure 7]. Because the friction force is
proportional to the loading force, the angle 12 needs to be kept as small as is practical.
The angle can be reduced by moving the cable guide further from the disk center, but this
forces the system housing to be larger in order to support the cable guide. The disk size
can also be reduced to lessen the angle so long as the other requirements are satisfied. A
number of designs which met the guidelines were considered. Table 1 summarizes the
selected disk parameters.
Table 1. Disk design parameters
Initial spring deflection #o = 360°
Maximum angular rotation up Oup = 290 °
Test article translation up 0.52 m
Maximum angular rotation down Odown = 160 °
Test article translation down 0.56 m
Distance from disk center to cable guide R a =0.165 m
Frequency paT..ameter a = 1.907 rad/m
Maximum disk radius 0.2394 m
Minimum disk radius 0.04227 m
Cable guide incident angle g_ = 27.9 °
Final design weight 1.5 pounds
The disk itself was machined from a single 3/8 _ aluminum tooling plate. One of the
machine drawings for the disk is shown in figure 8.
15
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106 °
66 °\ Y /
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20.217 cm
Figure 8. Machine drawing of the disk
Spring/Mandrel Design
The next step was the selection of the torsional spring. The disk shape dictated a spring
rate of K s = 4.5 Nm]rad, for the 38.9 Ibm test article. This also established the system
parameter, alpha = 38.18 rad/m, the initial spring rotation, rio, and the springs
rotational range Oup and 8down. Since the spring's maximum rotation is given by,
Omax = flO + Odown = 520°,
the maximum restoring force from the spring is:
Tma x = Oma x x K s = 40.84Nm
From these parameters, the final spring design [Figure 9], was established following the
methodology in _Newcomb's Spring Design Manual" [9]. Table 2 summarizes the spring
design.
4 5/1 6"
_J__
Turns
t-- 8 1/2"
4 15/16"
d=.312"
_i_
mean
diameter
t6
Figure 9 Torsional spring design drawing
Table 2. Spring design requirements
Torque Requirements
Spring constant 4.5 Nm/rad
Maximum deflection 1.44 turns - 520 °
Maximum torque 40.8 Nm
Wire Requirements
Type Oil Tempered
Wire diameter 0.312"
Maximum stress 174 kpsi
Design stress 121 kpsi (70% max)
Modulus elasticity 30 Mpsi
Spring Design
Mean diameter 4 5/8"
Number of coils 23 + 15 °
Free length 8 1/4"+ 1/8
Working range 70 ° to 520 °
An additional issue was inter-coil friction during extreme deflection. As the spring
deflects, the coils move closer together. Eventually they touch, creating friction. The
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coilpitchwasdesignedto providecoil separation such that a gap will remain between all
the coils at the highest torque level.
Spring sag and friction against the supporting mandrel were not as easily addressed.
Sagging, caused by the springs weight, can cause unpredictable spring torque or buckling
under extreme load. Initially, a solid mandrel [Figure 10] was placed inside the spring
for support. The mandrel was free to rotate on the shaft. Upon rotation the spring
deflects laterally, causing binding between the spring and the mandrel. As the disk
rotates only one end of the spring rotates, the other remains fixed to the housing. When
the mandrel binds at one end of the spring, friction is created between the mandrel and
the parts of the spring rotating at a different rate. To alleviate this problem two steps
were taken. First, a new mandrel consisting of a number of one inch pieces [Figure 10]
replaced the existing full length mandrel. This allowed the mandrel pieces to rotate with
the portion of the spring that it supported, minimizing any rotational differences.
Second, the entire spring and mandrel pieces were coated with Xylon [10], a friction
reducing treatment.
Side views On-end views
Single peice mandrel
4"
Segmented mandrel
Figure 10. Solid and piecewise mandrel designs
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T_t Article Link
The disk is mounted to a shaft which is directly linked to the drive shaft of the motor.
The same shat_ supports the spring mandrel. All of this hardware, as well as the wire
guide, is supported by a housing [Figure 11] which is hard mounted to the floor. A 1/16"
aircrat_ cable starts from the disk and passes over a small low friction bearing which act
as a cable guide. The cable then passes through two overhead pulleys affixed to the
ceiling and down to the fixture point on the test structure. This configuration [Figure 12]
was chosen because the floor mounted off-load provides easy access to all components
during initial testing. Many other configurations are possible since the passive system is
designed as a self-contained unit. Other possible arrangements could include placing the
system in an inverted position or horizontally cantilevered [Figure 13].
Figure 11. Photo of the passive off-load system in its housing
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Support
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Load
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Test
Structure
Cable
Guide __
/_isk
Passive off-load
housing
Figure 12. Implemented passive system configuration
i
Figure 13. Other possible passive system configurations
2.2 Active System
The active system [Figure 14] is driven by feedback from a load cell in the cable path
near the test article. Accurate gravity off-loading requires that the cable tension equal
the weight of the structure. Any input force on the test article will cause the cable
tension to deviate from this value. The controller reacts to the error signal and
commands the servo motor to respond such that the acceleration of the test article
2O
returns the cabletensionto the test article weight. In this way, the activesystem
compensatesforthe imperfectionsin thepassive system.
,_ w re_
Passive DC Servo
Offload _r Motor
Amplifier _--
1 Position
t Feedback
|
Signal __ _
Conditioner /
Control
Signal 1I
[ ........
Digital to
Analog
Convertion
t
1Implemented PID
Controller
&
I
_ Anal°gt° 1--- DigitalConvertion
Macintosh Quadra 950
Figure 14. Controller hardware diagram
Actuator Motor Selection
Control actuation is achieved via a brushed DC servo motor and servo amplifier
which were chosen to fulfill a number of requirements. The controller adjusts the motor
torque to command cable tension and consequently the load cell reading. The motor size
was based on the tolerance of the spring torque rate which was given as +5% by the
spring manufacturers. This meant that at any rotational position it was possible the
spring would be 5% under expected torque values, thus forcing the motor to off-load 5% of
the weight of a test article. For a maximum test article weight of Wmax = 100 lbm. at
the maximum radius of the disk Rma x = 0.238 m the resulting motor torque becomes:
Tma x = 5% x 0.239m x lOOlbf = 750oz. in
Other important consideration were motor friction, both static and kinetic, inertia and
ability to provide smooth torque, usually measured as clogging and ripple. The ability to
add an encoder to measure test structure position was also a requirement.
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In a DCmotorthetorqueis governedbythecurrentin its windingsandthe strength
of its magnet. This requiresan amplifier with a current control modeso that the
controllerhas direct commandauthority over motor torque and consequentlycable
tension. It wasalsodesirablefor the amplifierto havean internal currentmonitoring
loop,whichinsurespropercurrent,to alleviatetheneedfor anexternalcontrolloop.
Theamplifierneedsto providethe peakandcontinuouscurrentneedsof the motor.
Amplifier linearity andnoiseconsiderationswerealsoimportant. An AdvancedMotion
Controls 30A-ACswitchingamplifier waschosen. The current to the motor was
controlledby applyinga voltageto the amplifiersinput. An input of +10 volts to the
amplifier corresponds to the amplifier's maximum range of_+30 amps output. This was
the amplifier's peak current value, which could only be held for short periods of time, 1 to
2 seconds, at which time the current decays to the maximum continuous value, 15 amps,
which can be maintained indefinitely.
amplifier chosen are shown in Table 3.
Manufacturer
Motor type
The final characteristics for the motor and
Table 3. Motor characteristics
PMI Motion Technologies
JR16M4CH-1
Motor Characteristics
Peak torque 5374 oz- in
Stall torque 510 oz°in
Peak current 79.0 amps
Continuous stall current
Clogging torque
7.64 amps
0 oz°in
Friction torque 11.0 oz-in
Moment of inertia 0.075 ozoin sec°sec
Encoder Characteristics
Moment of inertia
Starting friction
0.0003 oz*in sec 2
1.0 oz*in
Table 4. Servo amplifier characteristics
Manufacturer
Type
Peak current
Maximum continuous current
Switching frequency
Bandwidth
Advanced Motion Solutions
30A20AC
30 amps
15amps
33 kHz
2.5 kHz
22
Controller
The control logic for the system was implemented in LabVIEW [11]. Before the
control loop is executed a number of initialization steps occur. The analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog hardware as well as the signal conditioning equipment are initialized to
accept data. A load cell reading is also take to be used as a standard value to be
compared with subsequent readings.
After initialization is completed the control loop [Figure 15],is executed at 150 Hz
until the user manually terminates the controller or the test article translates beyond the
preset bounds established by the user. In the first step of the control loop the most
recent data from the load cell is read into memory from the 16 bit analog to digital
converter. This voltage is converted to a force and compared to the load cell reading from
the experiment initialization. Before the signal reaches the integrator it is processed by
a voltage dead band which zeros any signal whose absolute value is below a user defined
level. Any error greater than the dead band level is not effected.
23
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Read
Encoder
Theta to Check
translation position
_ y Y>Ymax?
Figure 15. Control logicdiagram
End
The error, now in pounds, enters the Proportional, Integral, Derivative (PID) logic
block. Its voltage output is based on a proportional, integral, or derivative relationship
with the load cell error. The exact formulation follows:
Zk=n X(k) + X(k - 1)VoltageOut = KpX(n) + K d X(n) - X(n - 1) + KI AT
AT _=l 2
where Z(n), isthe load cellerror at each discrete time step, AT, after processing by the
dead band. Kp, Kd, and KI, are the proportional,derivative and integral gains. Anyone
type of control,proportional, derivative,or integral,can be used by setting the gain for
the other two to zero. The voltage from the PID passes through a safety limit before
being processed by the disk radius compensation.
Because of the disk's shape, a motor torque will have a different effect depending on
the rotation angle. A torque exerted at a large disk radius will result is a smaller change
in cable tension than a torque exerted at a smaller disk radius. This condition may cause
the controller to behave inconsistently as the test article translates and the effective
moment on the disk becomes larger or smaller. The radius compensation scales the
voltage sent to the amplifier so that the effective force on the cable is the same for all
disk orientations. Finally, the control voltage is added to the constant DC holding
voltage and sent to the 12 bit digital to analog converter and out to the amplifier.
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The controlloopalsoincludessamplingof a digital signalfrom the encoder.The
angularrotationis convertedto anestimateofthe testarticleposition. Shouldthetest
article leavethe test zonethe controllerautomaticallyshutsdown. All experimental
results presented in the paper include the values of the dead band and PID gains used.
System Sensors and Siunal Conditionin_
Control feedback is achieved through a load cell which links the cable and the test
article . This load cell must be able to quickly respond to any changes in cable tension
and also endure the wide range of loads from different test articles. Table 5 lists the
characteristics of the load cell.
Table 5. Load cell characteristics
Manufacturer Sensotec
Model 81 strain gageType
Load capacity 100 lbf
Hysteresis 0.03 lbf
Non-repeatability 0.02 lbf
Output 0.05 volts/lbf
An in-line bi-polar amplifier powers the load cell and provides amplification to the
output signal. After zeroing the amplifier prior to each test, the final transducer
sensitivity is 4.9975 volts out of the amplifier per 100 lbf. tension applied to the load cell.
After leaving the bi-polar amplifier the signal is processed by a anti-aliasing low pass
filter and gain stage before digitization. The Frequency Device 9064 uses a low-pass
eight pole butterworth filter which was set to a 30 Hz cutoff frequency as determined by
the I50 Hz sampling rate and the resolution of the digitizer.
In addition to measuring cable force, the position of the test article was monitored via
an encoder on the DC motor. The encoder sends out a digital pulse each time it rotates a
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an incremental angle. The encoder used in the experiment has 4000 increments per
revolution or a resolution of 0.09 degrees. These pulses are counted by a computer board
and then converted back to the angle of the motor. From the rotational angle and disk
shape, an approximate relation was found between the angle of rotation and the test
article translation, y, as follows:
y = -3.88 x 10 -6 -602 +0.00290.
Empirical results showed that this measurement was reliable to a resolution of
approximately 0.002 m.
The position data derived from the encoder was used not only as a safety device but
also as an experimental verification. To ensure system controllability the control loop
included a read of the encoder and determination of the test article position. If the test
article position exceeded the preset bounds, the controller terminated function. This
proved very useful while tuning the controller because at times the gains chosen caused
the system to go unstable. Additionally, the test article position information was used as
a parameter to verify performance during rigid body acceleration tests. The derivatives
of the position data provided estimates of test article velocity and acceleration.
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3.0 RIGID BODY EXPERIMENTATION
Once the passive-plus-active suspension system was implemented, a number of tests
were performed to determine its effectiveness in off-loading gravity for rigid body
elements. Initial tests determined the best controller configuration and then free-free
simulations were performed with various levels and types of input forces.
3.1 Test Articles
All of the rigid body tests were performed using a lumped mass test article. This
ensured that any observed low frequency modes were from the suspension system. For
the passive-plus-active system a 38.9 lbm solid steel cylinder 5.5 inches in diameter and
5.75 inches tall was used. An eyebolt was tapped into one end to provide an attachment
to a hook which extended from the bottom of the load cell [Figure 16].
cable
load cell
Test Article
5.5" _
i.75 "
l
Figure 16. Passive-plus-active test article
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3.2 Input Force Types
For tests performed with the lumped mass, real and virtual forces were used. Virtual
forces provided a consistent and expeditious method for evaluating and configuring the
controller, while the real loads demonstrate the suspension systems capability for
simulating microgravity under experimental conditions. Two types of force histories
were applied during testing; impulse and constant force tests. A constant force test
applies a load for the entire duration of the test to produce a constant test article
acceleration. During impulse testing the load was applied for a short duration to produce
a constant velocity. These are further explained in the following sections.
Virtual Force Tests
To impart a virtual force, an offset is added to the load cell voltage, creating an error
signal inside the control loop. This error is processed by the controller which instructs
the amplifier and motor to respond as if an ideal force has acted upon the test article.
The result is a constant acceleration.
Virtual testing provided a repeatable force, which maintained consistent magnitude
and duration over may experiments. Systematic tests were performed with various
controller configuration utilizing a constant virtual force. Subsequently any changes in
system performance were directly attributable to variations in the control parameters.
With these results, the best controller for a specific criterion can be chosen.
Real Force Tests
Tests performed with real forces provided an evaluation of the system's performance
in matching theoretical accelerations. Constant force tests were performed by initializing
the controller with the base test article weight and then, with the controller on, placing
additional mass on the test article.
acceleration of the test article.
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The additional weight creates a downward
This type of testing is sensitive to errors in measuring the imparted forcel The
impact dynamics of placing and removing a mass from the system contained a transient
which could not be determined and probably also included random input forces by the
experimenter. Although the net input force of these inputs is small, they also have an
effect through the moments they induce. Any off-center forces create a moment which
tends to cause the test article to swing, exciting some of the suspension modes.
3.3 Controller Tuning
A number of tests were necessary to optimize the PID control gains and the load cell
error dead band level to produce the best simulation of free-free boundary conditions.
Controller Gains
Experiments were performed to determine if each type of feedback; proportional,
integral, and derivative, could track a constant input force and produce a constant
acceleration with the correct magnitude. After trial and error with all three types of
gains at various levels it was determined that only a pure integral gain could accurately
compensate for the friction in the passive system and produce the correct acceleration.
The difficulties with the proportional and derivative gains are described below.
Because of friction inherent in the passive system the motor must produce some
torque to offset the friction force. As an external force is applied to the test article, a load
cell error appears. In the case of a proportional controller, if the gain is not large enough
to overcome the system friction, no motion occurs. At some level of gain, the friction is
overcome and the test article is set into motion. Once the test article reaches the
appropriate acceleration the load cell error drops to zero, and so does the controller
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output. At this point, the motor is applyingno torqueto overcomefriction. Friction
slowsandstopsthetestarticleandtheloadcellerror risesagain. Thecontinuingcycle
drivesthesystemintoanoscillation.
A differentproblemoccurswith thederivativegain. It canonlyrespondto a change
in the loadcellreading.Again,if thegainvalueis smallthetestarticle will not move,
friction is notovercome,andaconstantloadcellerrorwill appear.Thederivativegain
cannot respondto a constanterror,onlychangesin error. If thegainis largefriction is
overcome,thetestarticlewill start in motion,andtheloadcellerrorwill goto zero.The
derivativegain respondsto the drop in loadcell error with a force in the opposite
direction.Againanoscillationisestablishedwhichmayor maynotgounstable.
Bothof theseeffectswereobservedin experimentaltests. Thesetestsshowedthat,
by themselves,proportionaland derivativegain cannotcompensatefor the system
friction. Integrationgainis theonlyusableoption.
Figure17showsatypicalresponseto a constantforcewith integrationgainonly. At
time 0, the input forceattemptsto acceleratethe testarticle but is hinderedbysystem
friction and inaccuraciesin the passiveoff-load. Becausethe test article is not
acceleratingat the appropriatemagnitudea loadcell error signaldevelops,which is
integratedby the controller,from 0 to .50secondson figure 17. At .50 secondsthe
controller output level is such that output torque from the actuator correctsthe
accelerationandtheloadcellerrorgoesto zero.
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Figure 17. Typical rigid body response with integration gain
3
The major drawback of the integration gain can also be seen on Figure 17. Until the
integration compensates for the passive friction, the test article experiences an
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accelerationwhichis inconsistent with the force being applied. In Figure 17, during the
period from 0 to .50 seconds, the controller output is growing but the test article has a
near zero velocity and is not accelerating. The time the test article takes to reach a
constant acceleration will be called the "integration lag" in the presented data.
The lag can be reduced by raising the integration gain, but this make the system less
stable. As an example, an oscillation in the load cell error can be seen in figure 17 from
0.75 to 3.0 seconds. This vibration is the result of an excited suspension mode near 27
Hz, which eventually damps out. If the integration gain is increased, the magnitude of
the oscillations increase and at a certain point becomes unstable. The relative stability
achieved with various gains can be determined by monitoring the peak value of the load
cell error due to this oscillation.
Test article velocity data was derived by differentiating the encoder position data.
Because noise increases when differentiating a digital signal, the position data was
prefiltered by a low pass filter, with a 20 Hz cut-off frequency before differentiation.
From this data an approximation to the test article mean acceleration was calculated
from the slope of a least squares straight line fit of the velocity. As figure 17 shows, the
relatively constant slope in the velocity data indicates a nearly constant acceleration, as
expected.
Figure 18 shows the integration lag time, maximum load cell error, and estimated
acceleration error for a number of tests which used different values of integration gains.
In one test a virtual force of -0.5 lbf was applied to the 38.9 lbm test article with dead
band level set to 0.01 lbf. The other test used a real -0.65 lbf force applied to the same
test article with identical dead band level. The acceleration error is expressed as the
percent of deviation of the experimental acceleration from the theoretical acceleration.
The time lag was calculated as a percentage of the theoretical test time, T, which is equal
to:
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where y is the vertical translation and a is the test article acceleration. The maximum
load cell error, which provides quantification of the system's relative stability, is
represented as a percentage of the test article weight.
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Figure 18. Response to various integration gains
Both tests indicate that with a gain above 2 volts/lbf the acceleration can be expected
to be within 10% of the predicted value• The figure also show a tradeoff between the
integration lag and the system instability• A small gain produces a large lag but a
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relatively small loadcell error. A largegain,in contrast,greatlyreducesthe lag time
while producinga greaterloadcell error. A perfectsuspensionsystemwouldrespond
infinitely fast sono integrationlag occursno loadcell error occurs.For convenience,
tableslistingtheexperimentalvaluesfor thetestareshownbelow.
Table6. Variablegainstestwithavirtual inputof-0.50lbf
Integration Delay Acceleration Load Cell Error
Gain (sec) (m/sec) (Ibf)
Theoretical None -0.1 3 None
0.5 2.40 -0.05 I .20
I.0 I.50 -0.01 I.10
1.5 1.00 -0.12 1.14
2.0 0.75 -0.I2 I.00
3.0 0.55 -0.12 0.86
3.5 0.46 -0.12 1.23
4.0 0.40 -0.12 1.30
6.0 0.28 -0.12 1.32
10.0 0.2_5 -0.I3 1.86
Table 7. Variable gains test with a real input of-0.65 lbf
Integration Delay Acceleration Load Cell Error
Gain (sec) (m/sec) (Ibf)
Theoretical None -0.1 6 None
I 0.95 -0.15 I.08
2 0.63 -0.15 1.32
3 0.55 -0.16 1.13
4 0.36 -0.16 I.I 2
5 0.33 -0.16 1.06
6 0.44 -0.17 1.16
8 0.32 -0.I 7 1.22
10 0.25 -0.I 6 I .65
The results show that an integral controller will not eliminate lag or system
instability. An improved controller might utilize proportional and derivative as well to
help solve the problems. By themselves the proportional and derivative gain are not
effective, nevertheless they may be valuable when used in conjunction with integral gain.
For instance, the proportional gain may be able to speed the controller response to step
inputs by giving extra gain while the integration error builds up, and the derivative gain
may provide similar assistance for impulse forces. Future work aimed at a full PID
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controller or perhaps some other controller scheme could provide a truly optimized
response.
Integration Drift
Because of slight fluctuations in the load cell signal, noise during signal
transmission, and slight fluctuations in the analog to digital conversion of a signal, a
small bit of error exists in the signal from the load cell. Although this error is random, it
tends to have a bias which varies from test to test. Because the average error is not zero
the integrator takes the small deviations and produces a output signal. Over a period of
time the test article begins moving even though no force has been applied.
The dead band in the controller is used to eliminate the drift problem.
Measurements of integration drift were taken with dead band set to 0.00, 0.01 and 0.02
lbf [Figure 19]. Without a dead band all of the system noise passes to the integrator and
integration drift is very significant. The 0.01 lbf dead band allows a small amount of
noise but greatly reduces the output drift. With a dead band of 0.02 lbf, the noise is
almost completely filtered out producing a very small integration drift. Although a large
dead band produces a small drift, other factors must be considered. The system will not
respond to any force smaller than the dead band level, reducing the system sensitivity.
The optimum dead band is the smallest level which reduces the integration level to an
acceptable value for the experiment being conducted. While integration drift may be
important during long deployments, it will not be a factor during short rigid body
acceleration tests.
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3.4 Force Response Test
After determining how the system response changes with various control
configurations, additional test were performed to quantify the systems ability to track
different levels and types of forces.
For these tests the passive-plus-active system off-loaded the 38.9 lbm with a control
dead band setting of 0.01 lbf. A constant real force was applied in varying magnitudes by
placing different sized masses on the test article. The tests occur through a 0.504 meter
region. Alder the test article translates that distance, the controller automatically shuts
down and records the total test time. Values of load cell error, output voltage, and test
article position were recorded at each for each pass through the control loop.
At each force level three controller configurations were used. The first, with the
controller off, tests the passive system [Figure 20]. The other two tests used the active
feedback with gains set to 4 and 10. Results for both gain level tests are shown in figure
21. The same normalized values used in figure 18 are shown here: the percent of
acceleration error, time lag as a percent of total test time, and the maximum load cell
error as a percent of test article weight.
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Figure 20. Passive-only response to various force levels
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Figure 21. Passive-plus-active response to various force levels
Figure 20 reveals that the break away friction in the passive system is on the order of
1.25 lbf. An input force below this level produced no response from the system. Above
this level the system responds with a high level of acceleration error. Without the active
feedback to compensate, this is the level of response that can be expected.
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Theadditionoftheactivefeedbackloopeffectivelyoffsetsthefrictionandproducesa
muchbetterresponse.Bothlevelsofgainproduceaccelerationaccuratetowithin 10%
downto forcelevelsnear0.25lbf. Abreakawayforcelevelofapproximately0.1lbfwas
foundtoexist. Betweentheseforcelevels,0.1to 0.25lbf theaccelerationperformance
exceedsa 10%errorlevel.A comparisonoftheresultswith differentgainsshowssome
tradeoffbetweenreducingintegrationlagandkeepingtheloadcellerrorsmall. For both
tests,unfortunately,the levelofintegrationlagremainsbetween5%and10%.
Anotherfactornotshownin theseresultsis thepresenceofthesuspensionmode
near27Hz. Thisvibrationfrequencyoccurredin thedatafromeverytest. Thedirect
resultto therigidbodytestsisa smalloscillationat 27Hzsuperimposedontheconstant
acceleration.Thismodecanbecomeverycriticalin experimentationwith modesnear
this frequencyandalsoinhighlyprecisetranslationalexperimentsuchasdeployment
or multi-bodydocking.
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4.0 MODAL ANALYSIS OF A SUSPENDED STRUCTURE
To determine the suspension system's effect on the vibrational characteristics of a
suspended test structure, a modal survey was performed on a specially designed beam.
4.1 Test Article Selection
The 38.9 lbm highly flexible test article [Figure 22] was designed to have a relatively
low first bending frequency near 10 Hz in one transverse direction. The other direction
has much higher stiffness to elevate the frequencies, above 150 Hz, out of the bandwidth
of the modal test. This eliminates any coupling between orthogonal modes and ensures
that no out of plane modes appear in the frequency response function. The beam was
also designed with a relatively short length to reduce sag in a one-g field. A simple
MSC/NASTRAN model was used to estimate the first and second bending modes which
were predicted to be at 7.6 Hz and 71 Hz.
4"x4"x2"
Figure 22. Highly flexible test article
4.2 Modal Survey of Highly Flexible Test Articles
Modal tests were performed with accelerometers on each of the concentrated masses
parallel with the more flexible direction of the beam. An impulse was delivered to the
center mass using a modal hammer. The accelerometers and input force were aligned
4O
with themoreflexibledirectionof thebeam.Twomodaltestswere performed with the
beam in different configurations. The first test was performed with the structure's
flexible direction oriented with the horizontal plane and the structure suspended from a
static cable. These results [Figure 23] closely represent the free-free modes of the
structure because no external forces, including gravity, act in the horizontal direction.
For the second test the flexible modes were oriented in the vertical direction with the
structure suspended from the suspension system. The results are shown in the
frequency response function [Figure 24], which gives the dB magnitude, phase, and
coherence of the response.
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Figure 24. Modal test of suspended flexible test structure
For the experiment in the horizontal direction, the first and second bending modes
appear at 9.2 Hz and 77 Hz. These compare closely to the predicted results from the
finite element model. It should also be noted that three unpredicted peaks, near 41 Hz,
53 Hz, and 98 Hz also exist. These are probably either a cable pivot mode or some local
modes in the beam which were not represented in the finite element model. Of more
interest is an comparison of the modes from the actively suspended structure. It is
apparent that the coherence and modal resolution are lost in the bandwidth of the
suspension system controller, whose filter has a cut-off at 30 Hz. Instead of enhancing
the response at these frequencies the modes appear highly damped. Above the
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bandwidthof the controller,thefrequencyresponseis relativelyunaffected.Noshift in
frequencyappearsandthepeakamplitudesarealmostidentical
Table8. Vibrationfrequenciesofahighlyflexibletestarticle
NASTRAN Horizontal Actively
Test Suspended Test
First bending 7.6 Hz 9.2 9 (highly damped)
Second bending 71 Hz 77 77
Unidentified Modes no match 41, 53, 98 Hz' 41, 53, 98 Hz
For suspended structures with fundamental frequencies above this bandwidth
experiments involving vibration measurements should produce accurate results. This
includes structures like the baseline eight bay truss, with a fundamental frequency near
50 Hz.
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5.0 EXTENSION TO A THREE DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM
The apparatus developed in the one DOF suspension system can also be used as part
of a three dimensional suspension system which would maintain the vertical off-load of
the test article weight within a three dimensional volume. This section describes a
preliminary design concept and tests that were performed to validate portions of the
concept.
In the three dimension suspension system concept, three cables are connected to a
single point on the test structure. Each cable passes over a pulley located on the ceiling.
These pulleys are laid out in an equilateral triangle. From the pulley each cable would
attach to a modified version of the single DOF suspension system. This design, which
forms and inverted tripod, minimizes the mass of the overall system, since the only
moving parts are the cables and disks.
Instead of off-loading a constant force, as in the case of the one DOF system, the
command tension in each cable must vary with test article position. The only constraint
is that the vector sum of cable tensions has only a vertical component with magnitude
equal to the weight of the structure. This will require changes in the off-load
characteristics of the passive mechanism. Instead of providing constant force it will have
to generate a force which varies with the position of the test article.
A central problem is the ability to use force feedback in this configuration. As
mentioned above, the cable tension must vary with test article position. The means that
the feedback scheme used for the one dimensional system will not directly work. In the
one DOF system the most recent load cell reading in continuously compared against an
initial reading to produce an error signal. For the three DOF system, the load cell
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readingwill changewith testarticle position. ThethreeDOFcontrollerwill haveto
computetherequiredcabletensions,basedontestarticleposition,andcomparethat to
thecabletensionmeasuredwitheachloadcell.
Equationswerederivedwhichdeterminecabletensionsasafunctionof the lengthof
eachcable.Thetensionequationsarederivedfromthefreebodydiagramofa pointmass
with three cableforcesbalancedagainstthe weight of the mass[Figure 25]. These
equationsproducea singlevaluedrelationbetweenthecablelengths,DA,DB, and DC,
and the cable tensions, TDA,TDB,and TDC.
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Figure 25. Tripod configuration for three DOF system
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A theoretical controller would execute in the following order. Encoders, either on the
motors or attached to the overhead pulleys, would be used to calculate the current length
of each cable. From these lengths, the prescribed tension for each cable can be calculated
using the above equations. Simultaneously, a load cell from each of the cables would be
read to determine the actual forces. If no external forces are acting on the system, the
calculated and measured tensions should match. Ifa force does act on the test article the
measured tensions will show some deviations from the calculated values. This difference
can then be used as the error signal in a hypothetical controller which then commands
the motors at each vertex to respond with the appropriate torque to move the test article.
The most basic assumption necessary for the proposed controller to work is the
ability to predict the cable tension from a measurement of cable length. Without an
accurate prediction a comparison to the measured cable tensions is meaningless. To test
the ability to predict the cable tensions using only cable length measurements a very
rudimentary inverted tripod was built. The vertices of the tripod base were 14 feet apart
and 18 feet from the floor. This provided a spherical test region approximately 1.5
meters in diameter. A 50 lbm test article was used during testing [Figure 26]. Each of
the three cables were attached to an eyebolt on the lumped mass. The cables passed over
pulleys at each of the vertices and were attached to hand cranks which allowed manual
positioning of the test article. Load cells identical to the one used in the single DOF
system were used.
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Figure 26. Photo of three DOF configuration test article
While calculating the cable tension may seem trivial on paper, many small errors can
overwhelm the computation. The eq.uations for cable tensions, show a proportional
relation between any error in measuring the cable length or test article weight directly
and the error in the calculated tension. Other errors result from inaccuracies in the
geometry of the inverted tripod. Because a pulley is necessary for the cable to move
smoothly, the exact position is not known. Furthermore, as the test article moves
horizontally, at least one pulley must pivot. Vertical test article motions change the
angle at which the cable leaves the pulley. These small deviations change the shape of
the tripod. Also, in this configuration, the cables do not meet at a single point on the
structure, an assumption used in formulating the equations. Cable stretch can also be a
factor for cables of this iength.
A test was performed to determine the accuracy with which the cable tension could
be calculated based on cable length. The test article was positioned at a number of
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locations within the possible test sphere. To see if the error is dependent on test article
height the positions were grouped in horizontal slices. At each point, cable length was
measured and a calculated tension was determined. The length for each position was
measured manually and is accurate to approximately 1.0 inches. Simultaneously, the
load cell readings provided a measured tension for each cable.
Tests were conducted at horizontal slices 12.2, 10.2, 8.2, and 6.2 feet below the
vertices of the tripod. The error for each cable, as a percent of the 50 Ibm test article, is
shown at each of the horizontal levels in figure 27. The average value of the error at all
locations was 0.56 lbf.
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Figure 27. Error in cable tension test
Much of this error is a result of the methodology used to measure cable length.
Future tests should include encoders to continuously monitor cable length. This should
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greatly improve the 1.0 inch resolution currently available. The ability to accurately
calculate cable tension is critical in producing a three DOF system.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary goal of this research was to produce a first generation suspension
system capable of off-loading test structures for use in space construction type
experiments. One motivation was the production of a fully function system for one
dimensional testing. But more importantly, this research identifies critical technology
areas for further research for an improved single DOF system as well as a possible three
dimensional configuration. Within these objectives, the conclusions are divided into two
sections. The first focuses on the system's current ability to simulate the motion of an
orbiting structure. The second looks at the problems which must be overcome to improve
the system in the future.
6.1 Current Capabilities
Two major types of testing were performed with the one dimensional suspension
system; rigid body acceleration and modal response of a suspended test article.
Additionally, preliminary testing was done to examine the feasibility of the three
dimensional system. A brief synopsis of these results follows
While the passive-only system has a friction level of 1.25 lbf, active force feedback
compensation is able to reduce this by an order of magnitude to 0.1 lbf. Simulations
involving rigid body accelerations can be expected to be within 10% of the values
achieved on orbit. The best performance was achieved using integral only feedback with
a dead band of 0.01 lbf.
Integration lag was a major problem that was identified with the controller. The lag
can be reduced by raising the control gain. Increasing this gain tends destabilizes the 27
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Hz suspensionmode. These two factors must be consideredduring controller
configurationandresultin somelimitationsofthesuspensionsystem.Thelag prohibits
effectiveoff-loadingin experimentsinvolvingrapidlychanginginputs. Nevertheless,the
systemcanbeusefulin verticaldeploymentexperimentsand alsovertical rigid body
translationtests.
Theresultsof themodalsurveysuggesthat anyattemptto examinetest structure
frequencieswithin the bandwidthof the controllerwill producea highly damped
response.Fortestswhichinvolvestructureswith higherfrequencymodes,the results
arewithin a fewpercentofthemeasuredunrestrainedvalues.
Foraninvertedtripodthreedimensionalsuspensionsystemthecabletensionscanbe
predictedbasedoncablelength. Theaccuracyof this predictionis important to the
ability to utilize a forcefeedbackcontroldesign. Current testswith static cables
demonstrateanability to predictedcabletensionto within 0.5 lbf. This accuracywill
haveto besubstantiallyimprovedbeforea threedimensionalcontrolconceptcanbe
implementedfurther.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Systems
The three most critical problems identified in the currently implemented system are
the integration lag, the passive sub-system friction, and the presence of the 27 Hz
suspension mode. Refinements in the controller and the passive system could reduce or
eliminate these problems. Suggestions for improvementsin these areas follow.
Further testing of the system should be performed to better identify its. vibration
characteristics. A frequency response function of the suspension system could be
performed by putting a sine dwell force into a lumped mass test structure suspended
from the suspension system and measuring the resulting acceleration. This would
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identify system modes and might help locate the source of the 27 Hz mode which was so
pervasive during testing. Suggestions for reduce the effect of this mode could include
eliminating it mechanically, if possible, or utilizing a stop band filter for the controller
The current controller is limited to an execution frequency of 150 Hz primarily by
limitations in the LabVIEW software. With new software upgrades or direct
programming of the code in a language like C the frequency can probably be raised to
near 1000 Hz. Raising the sampling frequency of the controller would also allow the
anti-aliasing filter cutoff to be raised to somewhere around 200 Hz. This would allow
tests which examine changes in rigid body acceleration for various controller speeds and
filter cut-off frequencies. The modal test should also be repeated to determine if the
structures modes within an expanded controller bandwidth are still highly damped.
Further controller improvements include optimizing the PID gains. As mentioned
earlier the optimum controller will probably use full PID control and not just integration
feedback. The primary goal of these refinements should be reducing the integration lag
toward zero. This task will be easier if the problem involving the 27 Hz suspension mode
can be solved. The integration gain has been limited to about 15 volts/lbf because any
higher gains drive the 27 Hz mode to instability. With this mode removed or filtered out,
the integration can probably be raised significantly without destabilizing the system.
This would result in a dramatic reduction in the lag time. Future tests should also
directly measure the mass and stiffness that the suspension system adds to the test
article.
Reducing the friction throughout the system should also greatly improve system
performance. Less friction would reduce the breakaway force needed and consequently
reduce integration lag. A full study could be conducted to determine the various sources
of friction and methods to reduce it. The friction sources include the overhead pulleys,
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the bearingsusedin thecableguide,thebearingsin thedisksupportshaft,springand
mandrelbinding,andtheservomotorandencoder.
Movingthe cableguidefurther fromthe disk will reducefriction generatedin the
cableguidebearings. It is evenpossibleto removethe cableguideand let a pulley
affixed to the ceiling act in its place. Difficulties with this include the inability to
relocatethe deviceto a facility with different ceiling height. It also eliminatesthe
modularityof thepassivesystem.Mountingthesystemin aninvertedpositionfromthe
ceilingwill removethe necessityofthe twooverheadpulleys,eliminatingtheir friction.
Friction from the shaft bearingsis probablythe least significant friction sourcebut
reductionsmaybepossible.
The greatestamountof friction is probablyfromthe torsionalspring. The friction
seemsto increasesasthe springis deflected,whenthecoilscontacteachotherandwhen
binding on the mandrelsbecomesignificant. To verify this, tests of the systems
breakawayfriction shouldbe performedat positionswith large and small spring
deflections.Differentmandreldesignsmaybeableto reducethe contactfriction. A
springutilizing morecoilspacingorevenadesignwith helicalspiralcoilsmightprevent
adjacentcoilsfromcomingin contactwith eachother. Final refinementscouldinclude
upgradesto a motorandencoderwith lessfriction.
Overall,this research asproventheconceptofa passiveconstantforcemechanism
augmentedbyanactiveforcefeedbackcontrolleris effectivein off-loadingtheweightof a
testarticleoverlargeregions.Activecontrolreducedtheeffectofbreak-awayfrictionby
anorderof magnitude,andfuturesystemshouldbeableto improveonthis performance.
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